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Details of Visit:

Author: Philth
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 17 Aug 2015 11:45
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 65
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Girlfriends Experience
Website: http://www.gfemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01142447062
Notes: Formerly known as Butterflies

The Premises:

GFE is a classy establishment inside an unassuming building, parking directly behind, discrete back
entrance, Toni on reception is welcoming and informative as well as hot naturally and
complementary drinks are available while you wait! Only possible criticism is it can get pretty hot
inside, especially on summer days, but then again that could be more to do with the fantastic
workout you get with these girls!!

The Lady:

A Brunette, about 5'4" tall, gorgeous figure, a neat waist with a gorgeous curve to her, an
unbelievable ass and to top it off a gorgeous set of tits with nipples inviting to be played with, trust
me, the pictures on website don't do her justice!

The Story:

Called in at GFE, no appointment so a proper punt! Abbie was available but oh my, I think I might
have still gone with Abbie if given the choice of the others, our paths haven't crossed before and I
love new experiences, variety is truly the spice of life! So I followed Abbie up the famously steep
GFE stairs and up to her room, business seen to and then into the shower, decent temperature,
though shower door was broken, I fixed it though, the second time I have done this for the same
shower! I am just leaving the shower when Abbie comes back in, I take in look, how sexy she is in
her 2 bras and panties, high cut ones which really complement her shape, absolutely loving her ass
and pussy as she strips and lays on the bed waiting for me. I dry off and join her on the bed, kissing
ensues, she has gorgeous super kissable lips, this leads to oral, including some play with the balls
which I love, we then get into a 69, I love 69'ing, Abbie's pussy is gorgeous too, I couldn't resist it,
we staying like this for about 10 minutes, one of the most enjoyable 69's I've had in a while, then
she got on top, popped on the jacket and guided me straight in. Abbie is enthusiastic and clearly
enjoys her job, she was up for doing whatever I wanted (sadly not always the case!), we then
switched to doggy, one of my favourites! Abbie's ass is gorgeous, full and shapely but no excess
IMO, seeing that bouncing is what I refer to as visual stimuli! She also has a tatoo on the lower right
side of her back, i'm not always a fan of ink but Abbie's look beautiful on her. After plenty of doggy I
decided that I needed to taste her pussy again, so I finished myself while I was orally pleasuring
Abbie, at first eating her pussy and finally sucking on her tits. After I was finally done I re-showered
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and chatted to Abbie getting to know her a bit better. Overall a great punt, though GFE rarely
disappoints!
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